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Any outdoors person knows that waiting
is part of the game. Waiting out weather,
waiting for friends,
waiting for the tide,
waiting out injuries,
waiting on the billy,
and sometimes waiting
just to wait. For many,
the shift in our way of
operating in which our
environment dictates
the perception of time
is the very reason to
head into the outdoors.
Right now Kay and I
are waiting on a baby.
While we wait
on our new one,
Meri sets our
daily timeline.
It’s a change for
Meri as usually
Wollangarra
tells us what
time it is. The
ebb n flow of
Woll
time
setting
the
course for Kay and I hence Meri having
to accommodate to us in his daily life.
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Building blocks, playgrounds and the
beach pass the time for us here in Barwon
Heads while we wait.
Finally, the day arrives.
Little South Bucek was
born at home into water
on the 5th of April at
3:30am at 3.6kg and 51
cm he is a health,
beautiful little boy.
South is not the first
‘Woll baby’ and let’s
hope he is not the last
because Wollangarra is
people.
There
is
nothing like looking
into the eyes of a
newborn to bring you
into the present. Each
newborn moment new
and fresh and while
Wollangarra sure has a
lot of waiting involved
you can’t help but live in the moment
there. So here’s to being present, living
in the moment and sometimes enjoying
waiting just to wait. ~Toby
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Training
We’ve started the year by immersing our selves in three months
of training. Up first was bronze medallion with kemp training,
fortunately we passed on the log rolls. Swiftly moving on to
defensive driving with driving dynamics, burning rubber on the
airstrip.
Onto bogg town! Russell White, watch out Forestec, we’re four
wheel driving. Munchin mud on gnarly 4x4 tracks and eating
cornflake biscuits.For a change of scenery we went onto hike
training in the Wellington high plains with Toby. Doing some off
track navigation, and none of us had a breakdown! (except me and
a few others).
We then smashed out Wilderness First Aid with
Adam and Heidi form Survive. Some spicy
scenarios got our
hearts
pumpin
with situations all
the way from an
amputation
to
Toby falling off
the flying fox
(acting
was
immaculate).
Program training was a hoot, with Toby developing our bush craft
skillzzzz, sending us into the bush with a knife and not much else.
Only some of us
survived
(applications are
open). Those that
survived took some boogie boards down to Venus
bay to do some communications training with the
wonderful Aurora. Get jiggy with it, we can
communicate now. We wrapped up our training
period with chainsaw training, getting bar deep in
some timber with Conrad McKee, brushing his
beard on the side lines. ~ Zoe
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Labour Day Weekend/Fruitbottling
What a hoot the Labour Day work party was! Our hearts are just as full as our preserve and passata
shelves, which are overflowing with goodness! The wood shed had a huge fill up with a crew of
dedicated retrievers and splitters. The new toilet is at last complete, ready and raring to be used. We
couldn't have done it without the epic crew of hard working people, who cracked on all weekend. In
particular Captain Dunny, the wonderful John Brady and Chutney Queen Frances who did a lot of the
behind the scenes work in the lead up and shared her almighty bounty of preserving knowledge. Both
if which also receive the title of Bottling Extraodinares!
There were camp fire jams and many swims. A cheeky thunder storm tried to rain on our parade, but
it takes more than that to dampen the Wollie community spirit!
We feel incredibly lucky to have such amazing support and many treaty bearing friends and family.
Our first event was epic and we can't wait for more to come! ~ Maeve

Letter from Simbi
Hey there it's ya gal Simbi! I'm loving my new family at Wollangarra and
am particularly excited about our 12 new sheep friends, although my
attempts to play haven't been particularly fruitful. The river is up at the
moment and looks a bit like a caramel milkshake, which means I'm
camouflaging wonderfully! I miss my best friend Meri, the staff never
pull my tail or give me wet kisses! But that's okay because he is living it
up in Barwon Heads looking after Kay, and I'm sure he will be back real
soon! Zoe and Maeve are my parents whilst Toby, Kay and Meri are
away, I'm hoping to get double dinner out of them and I'm working on
buttering Zoe up to sleep in her bed (shouldn't be too hard, my charm is
irresistible!). Love Simbi Dog
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Bushwalking Qualification
Working with Aaron from Outer East Training Institute we have
been able to introduce a ‘bushwalking in difficult tracked
terrain’ certification at Wollangarra. Aaron and the team there
have been fantastic in working with us and we hope to continue
to offer this into the future maybe even getting a few Stage 3s
all qualled up. ~ Toby.
Here is a write up by Laurence on the experience and training:
Our Bushwalking Qualification with Aron from Outer Eastern

Training Institute, stands as a peak of this year's training
schedule.
During 5 days of combined theory and practical field elements,
staff were run through all aspects of looking after others within
a bushwalking context.
With learning outcomes in group management and instruction, camp setup and evacuation
procedures.
This year, all staff will have the skillset to lead and take care of our groups of young people in the
hiking trips to be undertaken as part of our programs.
Staff are absolutely stoked with the opportunity to become fully qualified Outdoor Leaders and hope
to put these skills to good use to connect young people with wild places at Wollanagarra and beyond.
A huge Thank You to Aron and Toby for making this possible, we hope that this training can
continue to provide the same opportunity to future staff. ~Laurence

Program Update
Our first school program for the year was Preshil. As so many have done previously, 21 students
trekked across the front paddock, unawares of what lay before them. A few have heard of Woll and
tales told of legends past… each student hoping their story might go down in history… only for the
right reasons though.
On the first night one group travelled North for a bushcraft session, the other South for a hike up
MacMillans Peak. Then we alternated. On reflection, some highlights included a hilarious cinnamon
sneeze incident, artsy charades by firelight, quite a few river swims and many students accessing new
strengths they didn’t realise possible.
It is a beautiful thing to pass on knowledge about how to be in the bush safely and to share contagious
enthusiasm for our mountain homes. With the simplicity of a camp fire, billy and old blue green tents
we well and truly made the most of our first school program for the year.
Thanks Preshil! ~ Shaya
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Brad Pryce Award & WFA
In mid February, myself, Bevan and Essie were lucky
enough to have the opportunity to spend a week at
Wollangarra participating in Wilderness First Aid training
as the recipients of the Brad Pryce Award, along with new
Mitta and Woll leaders and a whole bunch of people
connected to Woll in some way or another. I found the
course incredibly valuable, and cannot thank the Woll
community enough for making it possible for the three of
us to take part in it. I’d never done any first aid training
before, and parts of the course were confronting and super
challenging… I definitely ended the day exhausted.
However, the Woll community is pretty awesome, and doing this course surrounded by an incredibly
supportive group of people made it much less daunting. I learnt so much from the amazing Adam and
Heidi, as well as being around people who’d done similar courses before… I had so many people to
look up to! It really helped me, as someone who does love to go hiking in pretty remote areas, to
become more confident that if anything were to happen I could be of some help. Throughout the week
we largely learnt through practice scenarios. Some of us became actors, sporting a variety of ailments
from fractures, to snake bites, to mass trauma in a flash flood; while the others walked into the (rather
terrifying as we had some pretty decent actors on the course) scene, and worked out how to respond
and provide first aid. I learnt about a million things from each scenario, but most memorable was the
night scenario. It was quite different to others, as we had a group of nine responders to only one patient
- so the importance of a calm and collected leader making it possible for the whole group to work
together efficiently really stood out... and it was super rewarding to successfully carry Toby on a
stretcher made out of packs up a hill and across a fence in the dark. Of course, a week at Woll is not
complete without all the chats, many cups of tea, late (ish) nights around the fire, river swims and of
course plenty of good food (thanks to Kay, Stage IIIs, and everyone else who helped out cooking over
the week). Seeing old friends again, meeting new people and spending a week away from school in the
mountains with people of all different ages doing all different things with their lives was as valuable
to me as the first aid course itself. I look forward to continuing to be a part of this amazing community,
and I’m very glad to be slightly more qualified to help out volunteering on programs in the future :).
Thanks a million to everyone who made participating in this course possible. ~Maya Carlyon

As a recipient of the Brad Pryce award, I was privileged enough to
undertake the Wilderness First Aid Course between the 21st and 24th
of February. It was a very challenging and often confronting
experience, but eventually we, as a group, overcame the challenges
that were presented to us. It was quite empowering to feel the
generosity and togetherness of the community while I was up on the
flat. I would like to give a huge thank you, and hug via words to
everyone who was involved, and to the Wonderful Wollangarra for
making the experience as empowering and memorable as it was.~
Bevan Reilly
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Alpine Walk 2022
Afternoon Wollangarra community. It's that time of the year again when a small bunch of keen and
dedicated young people are ready to make their way out into the mountains to follow various tracks
and trails criss-crossing the Alps in yet another Alpine Walk fundraiser for both Wollangarra and
Mittagundi. Starting on the 13th April are 5 Woollies and 6 'gundi's lead by last year's staff Sarah and
Laura.
From the humble beginnings of the first crossing back in '94 when 3 young people from each centre
and a past staff member walked over 11 days from King Billy No#2 to Mittagundi. A great success
aside from the foul weather it was run again in '95 over 13 days, again starting near Wollangarra, but
with 4 from each centre. These days its 5 or 6 plus a past staff member over 10 days finishing at the
spectacular Macalister Springs after traversing Mt Hotham, the Barry Range and finishing with the
mighty spectacular Viking Wilderness Zone of the Cross
Cut Saw, Mt Speculation and The Viking.
So we introduce to you this year's crew;
*Ivy Anderson
*Rory Brady
*Eloise Bisley
*Flynn Schilling
*Casper Reed
*Sarah Haley (leader)
Please join us by supporting them in what ever way possible and help Wollangarra continue to deliver
programs that get young people inspired to care for our environment in a hands-on way. Extra funds
mean we can offer sponsored spots in our hike programs for those who can’t afford it, maintain our
stock of hiking gear, and manage our beautiful property. Wollangarra has deductible gift recipient
status (DGR), and is on the Register of Environmental Organisations (REO). our ABN is 44 395 948
159. Donations made below are tax deductible. You can donate to Wollangarra by making a direct
transfer to the Wollangarra Public Fund. Just email our Business Manager, Bri
(businessmanager@wollangarra.org.au), after you’ve donated to get a receipt.
Donations can be transferred to this account:
Wollangarra Public Fund
BSB: 633-000
Account Number: 139 880 017
In the reference please mention the young person you'd like to sponsor or alternatively just 'Alpine
Walk'.
We wish you all well and thank you for your ongoing support to help introduce more inspiring young
people to the mountains we call home.
May the wind be at their backs and blue skies ahead. Love, the Wollies.
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Fox Flyers 2022
Wollangarra is so grateful for
all of your donations
throughout
2021.
Your
donations
have
directly
enabled
Wollangarra
to
continue operating throughout
the uncertainty of lockdowns
and the ups-and-downs of
COVID
restrictions
in
Victoria last year.
Thanks to your help, we were
able to maintain the property
to appropriate standards for
running programs, finish
projects on the flats and run
much
loved
Holiday
programs; offering sponsored spots to those young people who really need it. Reconnecting young
people to the mountains and the basics of living with nature has never been more important than in the
times young people find themselves.
Given then invaluable help Fox Flyers donations provided Wollangarra in 2021, we have decided to
run the Fox Flyers Members program for another 12 months in 2022. While we are hoping 2022 will
be a year in which things return somewhat to normal and that we will be able to run programs, we are
still recovering from two years of lockdowns and restrictions and are still finding our feet in this new
world. Your 2021 membership would have been automatically cancelled after 12 monthly payments
from the date you became a Fox Flyer. If you would like to support Wollangarra for another 12 months
in 2022, please sign up again here:
https://wollangarra.org.au/register/foxflyers/
Also, we are hoping to host the Fox Flyers Members Thank you dinner (sadly cancelled in 2021) later
in 2022 for both 2021 and 2022 members! We will keep you posted on dates for the celebratory
evening.
THANK YOU for your support. We hope to see you up at Wollangarra soon at one of our community
events. ~ Directors
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Support Wollangarra
Wollangarra is a small outdoor education centre situated beside the Macalister River in Gippsland. We pride
ourselves on the high quality outdoor education programs we have run for young people aged 14-22 since 1989.
Through outdoor education, Wollangarra provides a small step to a healthier environment, stronger
communities, and happier young people. Wollangarra runs approximately thirty programs throughout the year,
as well as several working bees and community events. When young people come on the property there are no
timetables, bells, watches, or mobile phones. The living is simple and these young people get the chance to
discover Victoria’s mountains in small, well-supervised hiking groups. They are then given the opportunity to
return on follow-up programs and become involved in a vibrant community and with our ongoing conservation
programs. We strongly believe that our programs help young people see environmental issues as exciting and
demanding challenges to the way we live, rather than as depressing and negative threats to our future.
Wollangarra’s programs are available to schools and community
groups. We offer both fully and partially sponsored places to any
young person who needs financial assistance and we run many
programs at or below cost-price and have worked with many
different groups from diverse backgrounds. A non-profit
organisation registered with the Australian Charities and Not-ForProfits Commission, Wollangarra is independent of any school,
religious or government funding. That means we rely on the
generosity of our community and supporters to keep us keeping on.
Your donation will help Wollangarra continue to deliver programs
that get young people inspired to care for our environment in a handson way. Extra funds mean we can offer sponsored spots in our hike
programs for those who cannot afford it, maintain our stock of hiking
gear, and manage our beautiful property.

If you would like to support Wollangarra, here is how you can.
Resources we need: If you have got any of these lying around, we would love to give your second-hand goodies
another lease on life. Give us a call if you have any of the items that you are happy to part with, and we can organise the
best way to get it off of you. Please call if you have any questions about anything (03 5148 0492).
•
•
•

Rock stretcher
Rolls and ROLLS of flyscreen
Gloves/mittens

•

Fruit-tree netting

Financial assistance:
Wollangarra has deductible gift recipient status (DGR) and is on the Register of Environmental Organisations (REO). our
ABN is 44 395 948 159. Donations can be made on the website and are tax deductible.
Or if you would like, you can mail us a donation cheque to our postal address to Wollangarra, 3439 Heyfield, Licola Rd,
Glenmaggie VIC 3858.
You can also donate to Wollangarra by making a direct transfer to the Wollangarra Public Fund. Just email our Business
Manager (businessmanager@wollangarra.org.au), after you have donated to get a receipt.
Wollangarra Public Fund
BSB: 633-000
Account Number: 139 880 017
Any financial assistance is greatly appreciated!
To book into a program or get involved with Wollangarra, please visit our website https://wollangarra.org.au/ or contact us
on 0351484092.
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Thank Yous

Frances
Being a Fruitbottling queen
Brady’s
Babysitting and helping out at Fruitbottling
Woll’s Young People
Coming back to Woll for programs and events
Claire and 6
Helping out over period of Directors Maternity and
Paternity leave
Megan
Helping take care of Woll while Directors away
Conrad
Running Chainsaw training
Council
Availability, help and support
Fox Flyer Donors
For the donations and ongoing support in 2022
Stage 3’s
Helping out on WFA and Fruitbottling
2022 Staff
Being enthusiastic and all round legends
Anyone else
Many thanks from the Wollies!
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